
Title-The Almond Blossom

Medium-Water Colour

Bhavya Sinha

7A

This painting is a fresh ray of hope. Just like

after every fall season, the trees lose their

sheen, there always arrives a spring that

brings new life with it in the form of flowers

and leaves.

The Covid-19 pandemic has taken away the

sheen from our lives and forced us to be holed

in our houses, there will be a tomorrow when

we will breathe the fresh air and live free

again. Our lives will bloom and blossom once

again like the beautiful flowers, as bad time

never lasts forever.

The artwork is inspired from Vincent Van

Gogh's work, 'Almond Blossom'.



Title- Frontline workers

Medium- Poster colours and use of

torch

The only thing I could think of while

researching and ideating about this

topic is the frontline workers being our

ray of hope during these tough times.

The art piece depicts the trust and the

hope that people have from them

Anannya Pincha 

11-D



Title: A Ray of Hope 

 

This painting depicts that there is

always a ray of hope for every bad

thing that happens. 'Social media is

fake' is all we say but you should know

that there is always hope. The flying

bird symbolizes freedom and courage

to fly, never give up, and fly high again

after falling. There's a hope that's

waiting for you in the dark. We are in

this together.

 

Lavanya Singhania

8D

Medium-Water Colour



Title- A tree in a stormy night

Medium- Acrylic Colours

In this art I have drawn a tree, it is
standing in a stormy night, with some
ray of hope it is able to survive the
night.

Mehar Kaur

7-C

 



Title: A Ray of Hope

Pearl Kaur

9B

A blackhole swallows everything,

However, in this painting it is quite

the opposite. What holds true is the

proverb, there is light at the end of

the tunnel. The specks of yellow and

red make it more apparent that

there is a ray of hope to hold on to.





Title: Transition 

Prakriti Chakravarty 

XI A

 

Medium- Acrylic, newspaper and                            

magazine clippings

For this mixed media artwork, I have

chosen to portray Nelson Mandela whose

messages I believe are much relevant

today. The composition portrays “A hope

for change”. The background depicts

various movements occurring 

worldwide, while the white splashes

represent equality and harmony as it

contains an equal balance of all colours of

the spectrum.



Title- Beautiful Aspirations

Medium- Watercolour

Every artist hopes to pursue his or

her passion. This painting depicts a

ballet dancer who hopes to pursue

her passion till her last breath. 

Trisha  Chakravarty

IGCSE II



Title: Mother- A hope that never dies

In the following picture I have portrayed

the bond between a mother and her

child. It shows how a mother will always

be protective of her child and will give

him/her hope. Same is the case for me

with my mother being the sliver of hope

in tough times.

The work has been inspired from

Gustav Klimt’s work, “Mother And Child” 

Anisha Mohta 

8D

Medium-Water Colour



Title - Let The Light Guide Your Way

Medium : Soft Pastels

Shreya Datta

11B

"Will I be known and loved?" A very

famous line from Tame Impala's

record, the basis of my piece. In

these trying times, it is important to

find happiness in the little things, a

ray of hope, which can be in the form

of a cup of coffee or even an old

door, with sunlight pouring inside.



Title - Borderline

Medium : Water Colour, chalk

Avishi Chakrabarti

10 A

 

Amidst the grey clouds of uncertainty,

a ray of hope shines through even the

darkest hour of the night. The sun will

always shine through, the bad times

will always end, if only... 

We Hope.



Title-A Ray of Hope

Yashvi Khetawat

9D

Medium- Water Colour(mostly done with

fingers)

This painting shows the different colours of

life, that there's still a ray of hope left. We

just have to close our eyes and think about

it. It's inside us. Waiting to be discovered. In

these negative times, it is substantial for us

to see the contrasting colours of life, the

positives. The positives bring colour to the

darkness in our lives. So get up. Think about

what's missing in your life and what is that

'ray of hope' which will make it colourful.



Title-The Third Eye

Vedika Agrawal 

11B

Medium- Pen & Ink

In the midst of all the good and the bad

happenings, the third eye in us is the ray

of hope we need to get through every

obstacle coming our way.



Title: The sound of the sun

 
Here Comes The Sun is a song by

the Beatles and I happened to have

a Beatles poster on my wall and the

sunlight fell on it and everything just

Came Together (another Beatles

song).

Kumudini Chowdhury

11 B



Title: Amber at The End of Busy

Day

Varija Dhandhania

11 C

The bright warm rays of the sun as it

sets rejuvenates one to positively

face the next day with a new hope.



Title: Street side shade

Ahana Kapoor

 IBDP Year 2

 

The calls of street hawkers, cars

honking and people calling for

rickshaws is what makes Kolkata

feel like home these street side

bicycles often sell fresh juice which

is everyone's favourite on a hot

sunny day.



Title: Tangled in the orange rays

Ahana Kapoor

    IBDP Year 2

the sky fades into night time as the

evening slowly rolls in. tangled wires

are a prevalent symbol of Kolkata,

something which can be seen from

one's window.



 Soumya Dalmia 

7D

Title- The sun is alone and it still
shines

Sometimes all we need to do is find

the hidden hope, which might be

covered by the obstructions but

continues to shine.



Priyamvada Mundhra

11B

Title- [Untitled]

Strokes of crimson and blue enrobe

the sky while the city is getting

ready to unwind and go to sleep

after a hard day's til.


